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During a conference held in Australia, Kaspersky CEO Eugene Kaspersky said that Windows Phone is a safer platform than iOS and Android. While it says it's the most dangerous scenario with the iPhone, it's also less likely because of the closed nature of iOS. Criminals are obsessed with iOS and there are many, many vulnerabilities, noted a security
expert. It notes that if the worst-case scenario occurs and millions of iPhones infected, there will be no third-party antivirus patch because such developers do not have the right to create it. Kaspersky says that although Android is as dangerous as iOS with millions of brutal attacks, it says that Windows Phone is so far very clean. He also explained that with
97% of mobile users doing some of the activities that revealed the password, such as mobile banking, the sector has become a place where criminals investigate vulnerabilities. According to Kaspersky, there is an easy way to remove your mobile device as a target, regardless of the platform you use. You know how to protect your computers and devices –
disconnect them from the Internet! Interestingly, the security expert does not own a smartphone. Instead, it uses the old Sony Ericsson phone feature for mobile communications.source:ITWire via WMPoweruser SUBSCRIBE TO OUR E-NEWS! Nikolai Grebennikov, CTO of antivirus company Kaspersky, has warned that the number of malware apps targeting
Android is increasing day by day and in the future they are committed to growing from strength to strength. He says: The growth rate of malware inside Android is huge; there will certainly be more in the future. He continues to say that hackers target Android more than they targeted computers when our computers were in the same phase of development. In
addition, the company claims that by March there were 70 different types of malware compared to just two last September. This is the latest instance when we hear of someone alerting security issues on Android or reporting some violations - we all remember the security hole in Android's Skype, which was then fixed, and the instance when Google had to
extract 21 apps that were infected with the virus. Google's official response to the latter scare is that its mobile iss will not be affected by a similar type of malware in the future, as the Mountain View-based company has taken the necessary steps to address the issue:We are adding a number of measures to help prevent the distribution of additional malicious
applications with similar exploits through Android Market. Almost all analysts agree that Android is growing in popularity, and this, of course, makes it more attractive to malware developers. Jay Abbott, director of threats and vulnerability at PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP says on the theme:Whenever technology becomes accepted and popular, technology will
target the bad guys. Are you on security issues that are v Androidu?vir: San San Chronicle SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Everywhere you see stories that tell how insecure and malicious android is, most of which is just sensationalism and FUD. In fact, Android is very similar to Windows, where developers (and distasteful types) can write software
that you install without being overlaothing and approving. This means there will be some malware. Paranoid users will not install any third-party applications, relieved users will explore every piece of code they install, and ordinary users can use the mobile security app, such as Kaspersky Lab's latest offering, Mobile Security Lite. It has a scan of malware, what
you hear so much about, but it also has some other -- perhaps more important -- features that are baked in. SMS and call filtering are certainly for some (including your real) and anti-theft tools are almost a must have when we have so much personal information on our Android phones. Kaspersky Mobile Security Lite offers both in addition to malware
scanning, making it worth another look. Many of us use apps that block random callers and texts, and having a solution baked into an all-in-one security app is a great idea. Add the ability to track your phone via GPS and remote lock and wipe it when you find out it's not in your pocket or purse where it belongs, and then free it -- that's a recipe for success.
We'll take a closer look at this, and if you're looking for a mobile security solution, so should you. After a pause, find the download link and press release. Kaspersky Mobile Security Lite Now Available for Free on Android Market Free version of Kaspersky Lab smartphone security software finds and remotely-controls missing or stolen Android devices
Woburn, MA – January 6, 2012 – Your smartphone is probably lost or stolen as a wallet – and mobile payment systems on the horizon make personal information on your smartphone more valuable than ever before. Today, Kaspersky Lab has released a free security app so your contacts, email and bank information don't fall into the wrong hands. Kaspersky
Mobile Security Lite, which is available exclusively through the Android market, allows you to block sources of unwanted calls and text messages and offers a basic level of Android-based smartphone protection. By sending a text message to the missing phone — using any other phone or computer — you can remotely lock, block, and track only the device, or
delete all the data from your phone's memory. Missing a smartphone? For Android smartphones that are delayed or left in the back seat of a taxi, Kaspersky Mobile Security Lite will use smartphone GPS software to display the current coordinates to its owner. These GPS coordinates are automatically displayed on Google Maps, allowing users to gain a real-
time location of their Phone. Stolen smartphone? If the phone has been stolen, it is legally can remotely lock access to your phone's features and address books and block communication to and from the missing device. Kaspersky Mobile Security Lite can also remotely delete all personal information from your device – including contacts, addresses,
calendars, text messages, and emails – preventing the illegal use or theft of sensitive information. Upgrade to Premium For owners who want premium protection for their Android smartphones, Kaspersky Mobile Security 9 ($19.95) offers a wider range of features, including real-time antivirus protection, scanning websites, apps and email attachments for
malware. Cutting-edge software also offers anti-theft features, using a new sim card, to prevent secure thieves from stealing data. In addition, Kaspersky Mobile Security 9 includes a privacy feature that can protect access to phone logs, text messages, and other data that is ideal for using your smartphone with friends or colleagues. Where to find Kaspersky
Mobile Security Lite (free) is available for download exclusively on the Android market. This app is only compatible with Android smartphones (1.6 – 2.3). Kaspersky Mobile Security 9 ($19.95) is available to buy at Staples, Future Shop, and other retailers across the United States and Canada, and through Kaspersky Lab's online store at www.kaspersky.com
for $9.95 per renewable license annually. Kaspersky Mobile Security 9 is compatible with all smartphones that use Symbian OS (versions 9.1 to 9.4 or higher), Windows Mobile (5.0, 6.0, 6.1 or 6.5), BlackBerry (4.5 – 6.0) and Android (1.6 – 2.3). About Kaspersky Lab Kaspersky Lab is the largest private Internet security company in the world, providing
comprehensive protection against all forms of IT threats such as viruses, spyware, hackers and spam. The company's products provide in-depth computing defenses for more than 400 million systems worldwide, including domestic and mobile users, small and medium-sized enterprises and large companies. Kaspersky technology is also built into the
products and services of nearly 100 leading industrial IT, networking, communications and app solutions vendors. For more information about the company, please . For the latest in-depth information on security threats and trends, visit . Follow @Securelist on Twitter. For the world's most updated security news, . Every week the Android Central Podcast
brings you the latest technological news, analysis and hot takes, with famous hosts and special guests. Subscribe to Pocket Casts: Audio Subscribe to Spotify: Audio Subscribe to iTunes: Audio We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. More. Mobile security is a big deal, probably more than ever now. Most of us live on our phones, with
calendar appointments, family photos, and more stored on our devices. Here's make your Android phone safe. Enable authentication of two factors in your Google Account a secure Android phone starts with a secure Google account, because all synced data is stored there — and the more you use Google services, the more crucial this step is. If you haven't
already, start by enabling dual-authentication (2FA) in your Google account. There are several options for this second factor, be it a simple text message (which is inherently the least safe of all 2FA methods, but still better than nothing) to add a U2F key such as Google Titan Key bundles. Google's 2FA settings can be found in &gt; two-step verification (and
you'll need to sign in, of course). We also have a step-by-step guide on enabling the feature if you hit any swings. But seriously, do it now, if you haven't already. Also, while poking around in your Google account settings, it's probably good to go ahead and run security verification. This lets you add or change recovery phone numbers or email addresses,
check recent security events, check which other devices are logged on (and remove them if necessary), and more. Use a secure lock screen If you're not using a secure lock screen, it's time to change it. This is your absolute first line of defense when it comes to phone security. While the process varies slightly between Android manufacturers and their
different Android flavors, the general settings &gt; security &gt; screen Lock is a common setting. Like I said, the details may be a little different, but that's going to get you in the ball. We also have a more detailed guide if you need it. And don't forget to add a fingerprint if your phone also has a scanner – here are some tips to make it as accurate as possible.
Make sure that finding my phone turned on The loss of your phone is a feeling that you break, so you want to make sure that you also have a way to track it and, worse, reset your phone remotely if there's no way to return it. Fortunately, Google has a tracking system installed for Android phones. It's called Find My Phone and must be enabled by default on
all modern Android phones. To double-check, jump to Settings &gt; Google &gt; Security &gt; Find my phone. If you ever lose or steal your phone, you can turn on your nearest web browser and search for Google for Find My Phone and remotely search for a lost device. We can take a closer look at everything you can do by searching for my phone, if that's
what you're interested in. Disable Unknown Sources and Developer Mode If you've chat through your phone in the past, you might have enabled something called Unknown Sources (or Install unknown apps in newer versions of Android). This setting lets you install apps that aren't from the Google Play Store — a process called side upload. And while Oreo
has made a force to make this a more secure feature, it can still be post dangerous to leave enabled. To improve security, you must disable this feature. Na Na (8.0) versions of Android, you can do it easily in Settings &gt; Security &gt; Unknown Resources. In Oreo (8.0) and Piti (9.0), you'll need to disable this feature based on the app, but you can find
everything that has access to the feature in settings &gt; Apps &gt; Special Access &gt; Install unknown apps. Similarly, if you've ever enabled developer mode for any reason, but you don't rely actively on any features, go ahead and disable it. Jump to settings &gt; developer option and switch to top to off position. Note: On Android Pie (9.0), you can find
Developer Options at Settings &gt; System &gt; Developer Options. The things Google is already doing to make sure your phone is secure It's not just your responsibility to make sure your phone is safe – Google also does a few things to make sure its system is closing tightly. Google Play Protect Start with Android 8.0 (Oreo), Google baked into a feature
called Play Protect. It's always a plugged-in and always optically backed cloud security system that keeps an eye on apps in the Play Store and on your device. The program aims to keep malicious apps at bay - including fake apps - and can even scan apps you upload side-by-side. To see your Play Protect settings, go to Settings &gt; Google &gt; security
&gt; play protect. You can make sure it's turned on (and it needs to be) and enable scanning of apps for side-loaded apps. Encryption on your device In the most influential days of Android, encryption was not even an option. Google added it later, even though you had to enable it manually, and that was a soading one. These days, Android is encrypted on all
modern devices by default and you can't turn it off. This means that all sensitive data on your phone is stored in an unread, decrypted state at startup and is not decrypted until you enter a password, PIN, or pass code. Keeping your phone safe isn't hard — take a few minutes to check and enable some settings, and you'll always have the peace to keep your
phone as safe as it can if it ever gets lost or stolen. Image Credit: HAKINMHAN/shutterstock.com HAKINMHAN/shutterstock.com
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